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Museum; Canakkale Fortress' Command Headquarters Soldier's Bath buildings are registred historic buildings which
has been built at 1904. Property is belonging to the Treasury of Finance but assigned for the use of Canakkale
Hellespont Commands Headquarters that assigns protocol for the right of the use from Municipality of Çanakkale, and
so the building is restorated by Municipality to be used as Canakkale Ceramics Museum.
Traditional Canakkale Ceramics; Canakkale, from past to present, has been an important center for original and
unique shaped ceramics production. Forms and patterns used in the production carries city life to the art forms. The
the mobility of the city & the transitions from Dardanelles is also reflected as ceramics. The city's indigenous
architecture,sail boats in the Dardanelles & diversity of plants and animals stylized with exquisite brush strokes and
shaped by potters' fingers.
Art as a Cultural Heritage; Ceramics gives its name to the city as a result of more than 300 years of production
process history .Canakkale Ceramics Museum is not a only a Museum of objects but rather reflecting the city's cultural
heritage as a story.
City of Ceramics; Traditional Canakkale Ceramics having a special place as folk art in art history literature. Çanakkale
Ceramics Mueum is supporting the vision the city of ceramics as becoming a very effective communication channel
by all means & this availability brings national & international recognition to the local cultural heritage.
Contemporary Ceramics; Museum has 2 halls for modern art exhibitions . In the main building , Museum hosts
recognized ceramic artists' work as long term exhibitions. In the garden, Museum has another hall called Camekan for
interdiciplinary art works exhibitions. Also, Museum is hosting panel discussions, presentations, workshops & other art
activities.

